
pisults: One Violation involving the failure to control lift, 
ibes In acordance with procedures or drawings, one Unresolved.  
a certificattio of contact QC Inspectors, and one Unresolved 
lialiness of electrical equipment.  

glob,:'' '^ . -u5



Othe.r , licensee employees contacted included engineers, technicians, 
nuclear power supervisors, and construction supervisors.  

'Attended exit interview 

Exit Interview 

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on Augu st 4, 1987,,with 
those persons indicated by in- asterisk in paragraph one above. The 
following new items were discussed: 

- Unresolved Item (URI) 390,391/87-11-01, "Contract QC Inspector 
Certification'".. (Paragraph 9) 

- Violation 390/87-11-02, "Failure to Control Lifted Cables and Wires 
Per Approved Procedures or Drawings". (Paragraph 10)



Srecorder was not completed. However, this item will not remain open 
pending the construction completion of Unit 2. Instrumentation 
status is routinely checkid during the preoperational phase and there 
is no extraordlnary reason to specifically track this specific 

Sinitrument for several years. This item Is administratively closed 
ff, Unitt. 2 

c. (Closed) Unresolved Item (URI) 390/80-21-05, "FSAR Changes On ERW 
System". The Inspector reviewed the issue that logic drawings 
Indicated that the Essentlal Raw Cooling Water(ERCW) discharge valve 
on the "C" Component Cooling Water System (CCS) heat exchanger would 
align to the 35 percent open position upon a safety Injection signal.  
The Final Safety Analysis ReportfSAR), Amendment 52, required this



After this discrepaicy was discovered the licensee ssue Probleim 
Identification Report (PIR) WBN 8717 documenting thi finding., 

Oepari;ment of Nuclear Englneering (ONE) evaluated the condition anh 
S determined that concrete damage was -minor for the affected zone, 

S- which Was located outside the pull-out cone area, and resulted in no 
Sstrength loss to the existing anchor.  

SThe PIR was closed on May 22, 1987, with no further corrective 
;actions required. This item is closed.  

;Within this area Inspected, no violations or deviations were 
SIdentified.  

5. Fire Prevention and Fire Protection - Unit 2 (42051) 

During plant tours, the Inspectors conducted observations of fire 
prevention and protection activities in areas containing combustible 
nmaterials where ignition of these materials could damage safety - related 
structures, systems or components. The observations included verification 
that applicable requirements of Administrative Instruction (A!) 9.9,



6. Preoperatonal Test Program Implementation Verification - Unit 1 ( 7 1 3 0 2) _ 

The inspectors conducted rout ine tours of -the facility to make an, 
inependent assessment of. equipment conditions, plant cnditions, 
security, andadherence to regulatory requirements The toursincuded 

A geeral aobservation ofplint areas to determine If fire ha ard -s 
existed.~ 
Observationi of other activities in progress, e.g., maintenance and 
peoperational testing, itetmine if they were being-conducted in 
a ccordance with approved rocedures- -.  
An observation of other activities which could damage Installed 

- equipent r instrumentation.
- Evaluation of system cleanliness cont rol s.  

- .... Review of logs maintained by test groups to identify problems that 
- almay be approprilate for aeotional followup.  

S of mechanical snubbers. Visual examinations were also conductedto check 
for damage of base support plates, fasteners, locknuts, brackets, and 
clampr associated with these installed pipe supports.  

Within this area no violations or deviations were identified. " " 

8. Status of Plant Issues (92705) 

a. During this inspection period, the inspector reviewed the listing of 
open Construction Deviation Reports (COR), Non-Conformance Reports 
(NCR), Conditions Adverse to Quality Reports (C.NQR) (which replaced 
the NCR reports) and the open itcms associated with Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission Inspection and Enforcement 8ulletins and 
Inspector Findings. The status of NCRs and CAQRs were reviewed with 
the Site Quality Manager and the following statistical data was 
generated. The remaining areas of data were obtained from the open 
items listings. However, the numbers listed below are approximate 
based on the on-going activities involved in each of these areas.



^ ^ URI,. Bulletins) • - 458 " 240 - 218.  

MumbNrs not available-by a unit breakdown.  

b. ThetEmployee Cbicern Programs (ECP) were reviewd. by the-Inspector.  
.This area'is divided into two programs: 

1(1) The OLD.progra involves- those concerns expressed to the QTC 
Company and involved approximately 5448 concerns. These have 
been divided into 107 subcategories for reviw and investi
gation: Results of the findings are finalized into report form 
and any resulting work required to satisfy the condition is 
added to the Licensee's Tkacking and Reporting of Open Items *~ - " (TROI) Reporting System.. " -

+
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Draft reports for each of the 107 categories are essentially 
completed and the ECP effort is +expected to be compl-etd by 
November, 1987.  

(2) The NEW program Is active in receiving and processing current 
concerns. At the beginning of this reporting period,+the Now 
Employees Concern Task Group reported receiving a total of 286 S• concerns (note:- this number did not include an additional 47 

f submitted to the TVA Inspector General). One hundred forty-six 
Sof the 286 concerns have been resolved.  

Within this area no violations or deviations were Identified.  
9. -Al legations (927058) p 

+ A^lgatoncen OS-8-AOO53 tft h o~fccldn 6icul 

Allegation OSP-87-A-0053 "Qualification of Contract QC Inspectors".  

C~ncern: 

The following non-conforming situations existed within the QC 
organization: 

1. Contract personnel were recommended for certification by a Quality 
Control (QC) supervisor who did not have this authority.  

2. A contract mechanical Inspector was sent to Sequoyah in December 
1986, to perform Instrument line inspections, which were the same 
type of inspections being performed at Watts Bar. Sequoyah 
management would not allow the inspector to inspect because of not



inspect at the Watts Bar plant.  

3. Two Condition Adverse To Quality Reports (CAQR) had been submitted 
-to management~ Thesc were returned with a verbal message that 
additlonal information was needed to process the reports. When asked 
-j at information was needed, the foreman indicated that he knew of 
nothing else that was needed. This was perceive•as an action to 
"stall" and discourage the submittal of these CAQRs.  

Discussion: 

The- ssue of the two CAQRs was discussed with the site CAQR coordinator.  
It is shown that the two CAQRs (WBP87057Z a•d WBP870573) had been 
appropriately processed in accordance with the "Nuclear QualityAssurance 
Mlanial" (NQAM), Part I, Section 2.16, Rev. 3, "Corrective Actio,.". The 
managemGnt member who had requested the additional information stated thal 
more information was desired to establish why the problem had occurred anc 
to obtain recommended corrective action prior to evaluating the condition.  

Training and certification records were reviewed for the contract 
inspector in question and it was determined that the certifications did 
expire on April 30, 1987. QC inspection logs document that inspections 
after the certifications expired were performed by that inspector. The 
licensee had documented thi; condition under CAQR WBP870572 and the 
inspector has been properly recertified and returned to inspection duties 
This subject is further discussed in the conclusions paragraph below.  

The contract inspector was assigned to Sequoyah in December 1986 to 
perform special walkdowns, However, the inspector was not utilized at 
Sequoyah as a result of the determination, based on a time element, that 
the qualification process for-the special walkdowns was not justified.  

A discussion was held with QA management regarding the alleged 
questionable waiver to allow the individual to inspect in other than 
mechanical areas. The intent of the waiver k!s to certify the qualified 

:mechanical inspector in limited portions of the the electrical area 
dealing with mechanical aspects as follows: 

a. Instrumentation Supports 
b. Instrument Equipment Installation 
c. Instrument Line Slope 
d. Instrument Tube Bending Qualification 
e. Sensing Line Flexibility 
f. Flexible Metal Hose Assemblies 

QA management stated that their staff hau reorganized at the time of the 
waiver *nd the procedures and forms being used (NQAM, Part II, 
Section 5.3A. Rev. 2), had not been changed to reflect the new



Design Changes and Modifications (35744B) 

tiumerouscables and wires were found lift.d in Unit 1 control room panels 
and auxiliary Instrument room panels without tags to indicate that thq 
cables and wires were being controlled. This issue was discussed with the 
licensee's management. The licensee Investigated the issue and identified 
additional problems with lifted cables and wiras as follows: 

a. Numerous cables had been spa'ed but not entered Into the spare cablm 
program in accordance with Engineering Procedure, WBEP 5.31, Rev. 0, 
"Cable Record Development and Issue". Modification Procedure, 
M&AI-3, Rev. 7, "Installation and Inspection of Insulated ('ontrol, 
Signal, and Power Cables" and Construction Standard Operating 
Procedure (SOP) 47, Rev. 0, "Spare Cable Identification and 
Documentation", both require that cables spared or abandoned be 
reported to engineering for entry into the cable program as spares.  
The loss of control and documentation of spare cables is significant 
and would result in lack of consideration of these cables when 
calculating conduit and cable tray fill. At the conclusion of the 
licensee's Investigation, CAQR WBP 870632 was issued to document this 
problem.  

The licensee's review showed that SOP 47, Rev. 0, was Inadequate for 
control of cables In a category 1 structure since SOP 47 was only 
administrative policy and not part of the Quality Program. CAQR WBQ 
870694 was Issued to document this problem.



t notice any e 
r1is. As long 
jit•ent can be 
/87-11-C3, "C 
vised procedur

(w Nu w/Ub34 was issued to aocument tnis prooem.J_ 

nated wires labeled F6-B2, F6-L2, F6-H2, and F6-E2 nside 
I R-78 were identified. These wires were not shown on 
ted drawing 45S1693-3, Rev. 23 LL, "Connection Diagi5a for 
P", and were not controlled as temporary alteratio•s per 
v. 16, "Temporary Alteration". CAQR WBP870634 was fssueo 
this problem. cj' 

Appendix 8, Criterion V, as implemented by TV QI's ie 
-A) topical Report, TViTR75-1A, Rev. 9, Paragraph -17.1:,F 
both titled, UInstructions, Procedures, -and Drawig ,
it activities affecting quality shall be accmpl fd in
sith instructions, prccedures, or drawings.  

ems with lifted cables and wires are idantified--as 
90/87-11-02, "Failure to Control Lifted Cables-and •fres 
I Procedures or Drawings".  

trvation of Work (51053) 

spected junction boxes and n•tedia 1fght aumulat of- -
in 1-JB-292-1407-A, 1-JB-292-1408-R, B1-JB-292 1246-A 

knd 0-JB-292-2340-A. It is necessary to ma1ntaif7afer 
al equipment cleln in 'order that grounds (whi••ch ciul--j
dirt and debris) will not impair the intentded 1futBi-f o 
is problem was discussed with the plant Elt7rcal. -
rvisor who Indicated the intention to revise p-e:idurks to 
of the interior of equipment, *t-the completion ofwork 
returning the equipment to- service. The inspector did 

lectrical equipment with an intolerable amount of dirt or 
as the procedures are changed, a degradation -of plant 
avoided. This issue is identified as Unresolved Itae 

leanliness of Electrtcal Equipment";, pending review of :
es. ·~ ··-·- · 
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